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Zephyr Truss Adaptor
NEXUS ADAPTABILITY

NEW SIDE VENTILATION OPTION

Your Nexus Teton or Grand Teton quonset greenhouses can
be converted into a naturally ventilated Zephyr style range
with the use of a Zephyr truss adaptor. The economical and
easy to bolt-on conversion updates your range to a state-ofthe-art naturally ventilated greenhouse without the issues of
a new construction project. Just as the versatile Nexus truss
design adapted to different roof coverings, the same flexible
engineering design allows for venting and cooling upgrades.

Along with our standard venting options of drop curtains or
rack and pinion vents for the sides and ends, Nexus can
supply our new EDDG vent. The EDDG vent is a drop down
exterior guillotine vent that gives the owner the option of a
clear vent opening incremented to the desired dimension.
The vent can be covered with single or double wall polycarbonate or single or double polyethylene. Ask your Nexperts
about the EDDG vent to give you an “edge” over the traditional vent option.

ZEPHYR VENTING - PEAK PROFITS
By definition a zephyr is a gentle breeze. The Nexus Zephyr™
is a proven cost-effective solution for natural ventilation because it offers the grower a gentle breeze to help optimize
growing conditions. In these economic times an efficient,
naturally ventilated house can cut your operating costs without a large capital investment.

VERTICAL VENTING — FAR SUPERIOR
The Zephyr vent offers an improved cooling solution to an
old problem by the use of efficient vertical ridge vents at the
peak. In the Zephyr, hot air escapes at the highest point in
the greenhouse, not at the lower gutter area as in a wing
design. Top ridge vents allow for dehumidification and ventilation even when snow is in the gutters. The Zephyr’s vertical vent design protects your crops from heavy rains and
minimizes the risk of losing vents in the roof from high
winds. Also, insect screens install in a snap.

NEXPERTS HELP WHEREVER NEEDED
Nexus Corporation has three manufacturing plants: Pana, IL;
Darlington, SC; and Northglenn, CO. We support you with
Nexperts regionally located throughout the U.S. In addition
to your structure needs, they will advise you on our complete
line of engineered benching, environmental controls and
other accessories. The result: a complete greenhouse system.
So, for maximum versatility and natural ventilation, call us
and discover how our Zephyr venting can help your business
grow and grow.

FLEXIBILITY BY DESIGN
Vent options include: drop down curtains and single or twin
wall polycarbonate covered Atrium style vents. Roof covering
options are: rigid covering or double-poly with the option of
adapting to a rigid cover later.
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Relax, It’s a Nexus.

